Bioinformatic Analysis of MicroRNA Sequencing Data.
The vital role of microRNAs (miRNAs) involved in gene expression regulation has been confirmed in many biological processes. With the growing power and reducing cost of next-generation sequencing, more and more researchers turn to apply this high-throughput method to solve their biological problems. For miRNAs with known sequences, their expression profiles can be generated from the sequencing data. It also allows us to identify some novel miRNAs and explore the sequence variations under different conditions. Currently, there are a handful of tools available to analyze the miRNA sequencing data with separated or combined features, such as reads preprocessing, mapping and differential expression analysis. However, to our knowledge, a hands-on guideline for miRNA sequencing data analysis covering all steps is not available. Here we will utilize a set of published tools to perform the miRNA analysis with detailed explanation. Particularly, the miRNA target prediction and annotation may provide useful information for further experimental verification.